The Mission and Goals and Integrity Working Group has met two times.

**May 12, 2009** This was a plenary gathering to meet each other and finalize questions for Self-Study. The group was asked to spend time during the summer to review the questions and reflect on how we can best gather the information requested in these questions.

**September 2, 2009** This was a plenary gathering where we had the opportunity to get clarification on the Self-Study Questions and the process. We also decided to divide the large group into three sub-groups. Each member was requested to list their preference for which sub-group they would like to concentrate their efforts. Each member was also requested to submit a list of names or groups who they would like to interview. These names were submitted and then collated. The final list consisted of almost 200 people. Joe Farrell and Beth Hassel then met with Steve Sheridan and John Kelley to go over the list of names and discuss where each person to be interviewed fell within the Organizational Chart of the University. Those individuals who are requested for interviews whose names were submitted by the Mission and Integrity Working Group alone (or by one other group) will be divided up at the October meeting. That list consists of 22 individuals.

The Mission & Goals and Integrity Working group has decided to create three smaller sub-groups with members of the working group focusing on particular areas of the Self-Study questions. The Sub-groups will focus on the following questions:

A. Mission and Goals questions 1.1 – 1.6
B. Integrity questions 6.1 – 6.5
C. Integrity questions 6.6 – 6.8

There are three more plenary meetings scheduled for the semester

**October 7**
**November 11**
**December 2**